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Abstract: Social interaction is essential for life but is impaired in many psychiatric disorders. We
presently focus on rats with a truncated allele for dopamine transporter (DAT). Since heterozygous
individuals possess only one non-mutant allele, epigenetic interactions may unmask latent genetic
predispositions. Homogeneous “maternal” heterozygous offspring (termed MAT-HET) were born
from dopamine-transporter knocked-out (DAT-KO) male rats and wild-type (WT) mothers; “mixed”
heterozygous offspring (termed MIX-HET) were born from both DAT-heterozygous parents. Their
social behavior was assessed by: partner-preference (PPT), social-preference (SPT) and elicited-
preference (EPT) tests. During the PPT, focal MIX-HET and MAT-HET males had a choice between
two WT females, one in estrous and the other not. In the SPT, they met as stimulus either a MIX-HET
or a WT male. In the EPT, the preference of focal male WT rats towards either a MIX- or a MAT-HET
stimulus was tested. MIX-HET focal males showed an abnormal behavior, seeming not interested
in socializing either with a female in estrous or with another male if MIX-HET. Focal MAT-HET
males, instead, were very attracted by the female in estrous, but totally ignored the MIX-HET male.
We assessed the expression of noradrenaline transporter (NET) in prefrontal cortex, hippocampus
and hypothalamus, finding differences between the two offspring. MIX-HETs’ hypothalamus and
hippocampus showed less NET than MAT-HETs, while the latter, in turn, showed higher NET than
WTs. These behavioral differences between heterozygous groups may be attributed to different
maternal cares received. Results allow preclinical understanding of epigenetic factors involved in
social-behavior abnormalities, typical of many psychiatric disorders.

Keywords: dopamine transporter; socio-sexual reward; social behavior; parent-of-origin effect

1. Introduction

Social interaction is composed by complex behaviors, which are essential for life in
many mammalian species. In humans, these interactions are impaired in several psychiatric
disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, major depression and social anxiety disorder. Re-
cent evidence highlighted how different neurotransmitters, including oxytocin, dopamine,
noradrenaline, serotonine and β-endorphin, are recruited in social behavior and both
dopaminergic and noradrenergic systems seem to be especially relevant to social drive [1].
A wide body of literature has demonstrated that external stimuli, such as stress, often
result in significant changes in dopamine (DA) and noradrenaline (NE) concentrations
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in the social brain regions [2,3]. Indeed, DA neurons, located in the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) and substantia nigra (SN), innervate brain regions relevant to social play and
affiliative behavior, such as the prefrontal cortex, the hippocampus, the striatum and hy-
pothalamus [4]. When subjects are in contact with social stimuli, emotional processes
having a positive or negative valence involve DA neurons originating in VTA [5,6]. It was
observed that, following exposure of a new stimulus rat to a same sex focal rat, the activity
of the VTA neurons increases during the social interaction [7]. Accordingly, the optogenetic
enhancement of phasic DA activity in VTA cell bodies increases social behavior (ibidem).
These concordant results demonstrate that DAergic projections from VTA neurons are
involved in social interaction.

In previous studies, we employed dopamine transporter knocked-out (DAT-KO) rats [8,9]
to investigate the role of DA in the modulation of neuro-behavioral processes [10–13]. How-
ever, as far as social interaction is concerned, we believe that heterozygous (DAT-HET)
rats could be more informative than full KOs [14,15]: in fact, DAT-HETs seem to exhibit
a more evident asocial behavior in comparison with WT and even KO rats. Due to the
fact that they are heterozygous, DAT-HETs possess only one functional allele for the DAT
gene, and this specific allele may be more vulnerable to epigenetic effects. Therefore, in this
study, we implemented two possible mating combinations to generate these heterozygous
rats: the first one originated by classical breeding of both male and female DAT-HET
subjects, leading to “mixed” offspring with an inactivated allele being either of paternal
or of maternal origin (MIX-HET); a second group was obtained by breeding of KO male
rats with WT female dams. This one was hence named “maternal” (MAT-HET [16]) be-
cause the functional DAT allele is always of maternal origin. These offspring received
a full repertoire of maternal care (see [17]: “HETs with WT dam” correspond to present
MAT-HET) unlike the MIX-HETs, whose mothers were heterozygous for DAT. Due to the
decreased maternal behavior of these HET females, with respect to WT mothers, one source
of variation between MIX- and MAT-HETs is obviously attributable to a different rearing
style. Additionally, the atypical KO-WT breeding implies that MAT-HETs likely inherit
unknown patterns of DNA methylation and histone acetylation, from their KO fathers.
Our hypothesis is that HET offspring belonging to the two epi-genotypes would differ
depending on crucial factors, among which being cared from either a WT or a HET dam,
since HET mothers are less inclined to maternal care. In fact, as we already observed in a
previous work [17], HET mothers show an evident reduction in taking care of their pups
compared to WT mothers. More specifically, HET dams considerably prefer self-grooming
(almost four-fold) rather than grooming or liking their pups. This maternal carelessness
is not present in WT dams, who show of course some levels of self-grooming but do not
neglect grooming their pups. Such kind of “biased” breeding presently allows to isolate
the maternal epigenetic factors alone. A simpler approach might be to foster HET subjects
to WT mothers and WT subjects to HET mothers, but in this case the maternal factors risk
to interact with the pups’ own genotype [18].

Preliminary studies conducted on MAT vs. MIX-HET rats [16,17] also showed the
presence of a greater overall locomotor activity in MAT-HETs, which are also more active
than MIX-HETs during the first hour of facility lighting (resting time), thus suggesting
the presence of sleep alterations. Using a methylphenidate challenge (methylphenidate
1 mg/kg), MAT-HET’s locomotory activity did not change in response to the lower dose,
while the latter was already effective in MIX-HET and WT rats. Additionally, during
the Porsolt forced Swim test, MAT-HET subjects showed an instable profile frequently
alternating passive flotation and active escape behaviors. These data, if transferred from
animals to man, could be translated in the alternation between states of despair and
struggle which can be associated with an unstable emotional state. Our present study
is focused on the sociality of MIX-HET and MAT-HET rats, to determinate if MIX-HET
and MAT-HETs could become a new preclinical model of behavioral symptoms of mental
disorders based on their epigenetic modification. Since in both groups the genotype is
heterozygous and behavioral variations are, as already underlined, likely due to epigenetic
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impact resulting from their dam, the two are henceforward termed “epi-genotypes”. The
two epi-genotypes, together with the WT comparison group, underwent three tasks: the
partner preference (PPT), the social preference (SPT) and the elicited preference (EPT) tasks.
These tests were chosen because they were considered functional for the targeted and
comparative observation of the social behavior expressed by the three groups. Therefore,
we adapted this kind of simple-choice test to our laboratory rats.

Our previous research [14] was based on encounters among all possible genotypes
(WT, HET, KO, in a “3 × 3” design); presently, we tested instead offspring from HET
mothers and HET fathers (MIX epi-genotype) versus WT mothers and KO fathers (MAT
epi-genotype). In our own ethogram for scoring of the preference protocol, we had a total
of eight behavioral items: one item serving position, three for social behaviors and four
for non-social behaviors. In addition, we observed that social alterations in heterozygous
DAT rats were associated with neurochemical alterations in norepinephrine neurotrans-
mission, with increased levels of NE in the hippocampus and hypothalamus with respect
to WT counterparts (ibidem), suggestive of a DA-NE crosstalk essential for the proper
functioning of the social brain. DA and NE signaling are both essential to prefrontal and
parietal attentive activities [19]. In addition, as it was suggested by early microdialysis
studies [20–22], in brain regions where DAT expression is low or absent, such as prefrontal
cortex and hippocampus, extracellular DA is effectively cleared by NE transporter [23,24],
and this is likely to occur in DAT-KO subjects. On the other hand, in the striatum where
DAT expression is abundant and NET-positive fibers show a sparse and heterogeneous
distribution [25], the physiological significance of NET in controlling DA uptake seems to
be not relevant [20–23].

As a matter of fact, it is not surprising that a reduced activity of DAT may lead to
alterations in the levels of NET, due to compensatory adaptation in the NE levels, thus
contributing to altered modulation of cerebral functions [26].

In the present study, we employed immunofluorescence to assess the expression of
NET in the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and hypothalamus, brain regions relevant to
social behavior [4] where we observed altered NE levels in heterozygous DAT rats [14].

2. Methods

All experimental procedures have been approved by the ISS animal welfare survey
board on behalf of Italian Ministry of Health (formal license 937/2018-PR for project
D9997.61, delivered to W. Adriani; plus pending license application for project D9997.110,
filed on 19 March 2019, and audited on March 2020; plus formal license 1008\2020-PR for
project D9997.110; both delivered to W. Adriani). Procedures were carried out in close
agreement with the directive of the European Community Council (2010/63/EEC) and
with the Italian law guidelines. All efforts have made to minimize the suffering of animals
and to use as few animals as possible, according to the 3Rs principle.

2.1. Subjects

The generation of Wistar-Han DAT knockout rats was previously described else-
where [8]. The original colony was maintained in a heterozygous-heterozygous breeding
fashion; the animals were intercrossed for >10 generations at Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia
(IIT, Genoa, Italy). Some progenitors were shipped to Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS,
Rome, Italy), where male DAT-KO rats were bred with Wistar-Han WT females (Charles
River, Lecco, Italy), to obtain a new G0 of founder heterozygous subjects. Present subjects
are G2 from our ISS colony.

All experimental subjects were adult male rats (>120 days old; average weight 500 g)
born from colony just described, in our facility. We tested a total of 24 male rats belonging
to two different epi-genotypes (MIX-HET vs. MAT-HET).

The first one was composed by offspring of HET father X HET mother while the
second by offspring of KO father x WT mother; two siblings out of six per dam were
used. All 24 rats were used for the partner and social preference tests, and as stimulus for
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the elicited preference test. Additionally another 7 adult heterozygous male rats, 18 WT
males and 6 WT females, all hosted in the colony, were used. The 7 male HET and 7 of the
male WT rats were used as stimuli for the social preference test (termed “HZ”) while the
remaining 11 WT males were used as focals for the elicited preference task. The 24 main
male subjects, all heterozygous but belonging to two epi-genotypes (i.e MIX offspring
from HET mothers and KO fathers versus MAT offspring from WT mothers and KO
fathers), underwent counter-balanced encounters with either free choice for various kind of
stimulus rats or acting themselves as stimulus. For the experiment 1 (partner preference),
a female in estrous and one not in estrous were used as stimuli; for experiment 2 (social
preference) 7 WT and 7 HET males (thereafter termed “HZ”) were used as stimuli. Finally,
for experiment 3 (elicited preference) the MAT and MIX-HETs, which were previously
used as focal, acted as stimuli and consequently the non-previously stimuli WT rats acted
instead as focal.

2.2. Apparatus

The experimental apparatus consisted of a plexiglass box with smooth walls and
floor (70 × 30 × 35 cm), composed of two identical environments separated by a central
partition containing a door, and yet distinguishable one another due to the different color
of the walls: the walls on the long sides and in the center were grey whereas those on the
short-end sides of the box were either black or white. The central door was always kept
open. Inside each one of the two terminal chambers, close to the shorter walls’ corner, an
aluminum cage (15 × 15 × 40 cm) has been positioned 3 cm higher than the floor. The
stimulus rat was delicately placed inside one of the cages. Then, inside the “black wall”
room, the following were placed: for experiment 1, the female not in estrous; for experiment
2 the chamber was left empty; for experiment 3, a MAT or a MIX-HET, depending on the
case. Finally, in the “white wall” room we placed: for experiment 1 the female in estrous;
for experiment 2 a WT or HET (“HZ”) stimulus; for experiment 3 a MIX- or a MAT-HET
(in order to provide the WT rat with the opportunity of choice). The whole procedure
(experimental meetings) was carefully videotaped during both experiments 1 and 2, while
for experiment 3 automatic data were exploited.

2.3. Protocol

Partner, social and elicited preference tasks, spaced apart for at least one month,
were each effectuated in a total of 4 consecutive days. The first two days were used
for habituation and the other two were needed for testing. Habituation was conducted
separately for focal and stimulus rats; during the first habituation day, in order to obtain
stimulus rats used to be confined within the aluminum cage, we individually placed them
inside of it for 15 min each; on the second day of habituation, all focal rats were placed for
30 min inside the apparatus where the two empty aluminum cages were located. Then,
from the third to the fourth day, we ran the encounters, in order to measure the preference
of focal rats towards stimuli.

During partner and social preference tasks both groups of heterozygous animals (MIX-
and MAT-HETs) acted as focal subjects while in the elicited preference task they acted
as stimuli. At the beginning of all encounters, we gently placed the stimulus rats inside
the aluminum cages; immediately after (second step), we gently placed the focal rats in
the starting room. In experiment 1, rats started from the “black wall” room (in whose
cages there was the female non in estrous); for experiment 2, rats also started from “black
wall” room, but in this case, the cages were empty. Finally, for experiment 3, both MAT-
and MIX-HET rats which previously acted as focal, were, in this case, placed as stimuli in
either chamber’s aluminum cage in a counterbalanced order. Instead, the focal WT rats
(which were tested twice, on days 3 and 4) were placed once in the stimulus MAT-HET’s
chamber and once in the MIX-HET’s. Both stimulus and focal rats were left there for a total
of 15 min each. Focal rats, then, had the possibility to freely cross the door and enter in
either chambers.
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During the second day of testing (day 4), we again used the same focal subjects
used to meet different stimulus rats in the previous experiment. This was in order to
prevent final preference to be biased by one given stimulus in particular. Thus, male rats of
different epi-genotypes met as stimulus some female rats, in both estrous and non-estrous
conditions (exp 1) as well as different genotypes (exp 2: WT or HET male “HZ”) in a
counterbalanced order. For experiment 3, the same MAT- and MIX-HET subjects, this time
acting as a stimulus, were exchanged places (inside the aluminum cage) for days 3 and 4 in
a counterbalanced order. The floors of each chamber and cage were thoroughly cleaned
between animals with water and ethanol (2:1) and the test was carried out under red and
dim white illumination.

An Observer XT 10 (NOLDUS, NL) was used in order to carefully analyze the video-
tapes obtained from experiment 1 and 2. We also created a behavioral ethogram in order to
describe the interactions between focal and stimulus rats, totalizing 8 behavioral items.

We divided the ethogram first according to the two main positions of the rats (namely
“inside” and “outside” the black and white wall chamber) and secondly to the two main
groups of behaviors:

- Non-social behaviors: wall exploration, wall rearing, self-grooming, inactivity;
- Social behaviors: cage exploration, cage rearing, social sniffing.

For each behavior, we analyzed the total duration, total number (frequency) and
the latency.

For experiment 3, we used Cage controller 1.27 for Dark light for Rat and Mouse (PRS,
Rome, Italy), which allows us to score: (1) each subject’s motor activity (beam interruption
per second) in either compartment; (2) time spent in each compartment (both forepaws
and hind paws in a same compartment); (3) transitions (number of times a subject crosses
the door between the two compartments). The compartment was divided into two sectors,
one with two photocells close to the aluminum cage and the other one with two photocells
close to the central door. This allowed us to obtain the above parameters separately for
sectors “near to” and “far from” the cage.

Data were divided into 300 s intervals (bins).

2.4. Ex Vivo Net Immunofluorescence

The expression levels of noradrenaline transporter (NET) in WT, MIX-HET and MAT-
HET rats were investigated by immunofluorescence in the prefrontal cortex (prelimbic and
infralimbic sub-regions), hippocampus (dentate gyrus, CA1, CA2 and CA3 subregions)
and hypothalamus (ventromedial and arcuate nuclei), by employing n = 6 rats per group.

All rats were given a lethal dose of 10% chloral hydrate i.p. and transcardially perfused
with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) followed by fixation with cold 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS. Brains were dissected and post-fixed in the same fixative at
4 ◦C. Coronal sections were prepared on a vibratome at 35 µm thickness. Serial slices were
collected through the rostral-caudal dimension of the brain (every 6th slice) and stored at
4 ◦C in 0.05% sodium azide in PBS until immunofluorescence processing.

Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described [27], with a few modifi-
cations. Sections (six per animal) were washed in PBS for 30 min and incubated in blocking
solution (3% normal goat serum (NGS), 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 2 h at room tempera-
ture under gentle shaking. Sections were then incubated in primary antibody solution for
24 h at 4 ◦C under gentle shaking (3% NGS, 0.3% Tween-20 in PBS, with anti-NET antibody,
1:200, Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA). Sections were washed in PBS for 1 h, incubated
in secondary antibody for 2 h under gentle shaking (goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594,
1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA). After 1 h washing in PBS, slices
were briefly incubated with DAPI (1 mg/mL). Sections were slide mounted in Vectashield
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) and cover slipped before imaging.

NET immunofluorescence was assessed in the prefrontal cortex (prelimbic and infral-
imbic sub-regions, from 3.2 to 2.7 mm from bregma), hippocampus (dentate gyrus, CA1,
CA2 and CA3 subregions, from−3.14 to−3.6 mm from bregma) and dorsomedial hypotha-
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lamus (from −3.14 to −3.6 mm from bregma), according to [28], and the reported regional
distribution of NET in the rat brain [25]. Images (one per section) were acquired on a
Meiji Techno fluorescence microscope at 40×magnification, by employing Deltapix Insight
imaging software (version 6.4.7, Smorum, Denmark). NET-p positive immunofluorescence
was quantified by using ImageJ (NIH) and expressed as arbitrary units of integrated density
values for each individual.

2.5. Data Analysis

Results of behavioral scoring were analyzed in experiments 1 and 2 using repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Our model was a 2 × 2 × 3 design: one between-
subjects factor was the focal genotype (MIX-HET and MAT-HET) while the other factors
were within-subject. One factor was constituted by stimulus features (phenotype for Exp
1: WT female in estrous vs. WT female not in estrous; genotype for exp 2: WT male
vs. HET male “HZ”); the last one was time constituted by 3 partial bins of five minutes
each. In experiment 3, we evaluated automatically collected data by ANOVA with a
2 × 2 × 3 design. All factors were within-subject: stimulus genotype (two levels: MIX-
HET vs. MAT-HET), position of the focal rat in the environment (two levels: “near to” or
“far from” the aluminum cage) and time (3 levels: three partial bins of 5 min each). In a
second step of analysis, we run two separated ANOVAs, one focalized on data linked to
the position “near” and the other one focalized on data linked to the position “far” (both
ANOVAs thus had a 3 × 2 design). Multiple post hoc comparisons were performed with
the Tukey’s HSD test.

Immunofluorescence data from each brain region were tested for normality and equal
variances, and analyzed by using one-way ANOVA, considering epi-genotype as statistical
factor, followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, when necessary.

Statistical analysis was performed using StatView II (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA,
USA) and Prism 8.2 (Graphpad Software Inc, San Diego, CA, USA). Data are expressed as
mean ± SEM. Significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05, NS = not significant.

3. Results

As already described in the introduction of this article, the heterozygous rats used in
our study were obtained from two different sources of breeding: the first originated by
classical breeding of both male and female DAT-HET subjects, leading to “mixed” offspring
with an inactivated allele being either of paternal or of maternal origin (MIX-HET); the
second by breeding of KO male rats with WT female dams. This one was hence named
“maternal” (MAT-HET) because the functional DAT allele is always of maternal origin.
The latter received a full repertoire of maternal care. MIX-HETs, instead, did not receive
appropriate attentions because their mothers are heterozygous for DAT and their maternal
behavior is less careful than that of the WT mothers [17]. Therefore, one source of the
observed behavioral variation between MIX- and MAT-HETs may be attributable to a
different maternal rearing style. In order to evaluate their social behavior, the two epi-
genotypes together with the WT comparison group underwent three tasks: the partner
preference (PPT), the social preference (SPT) and the elicited preference (EPT) tasks, the
results of which will be described below.

3.1. Partner Preference
3.1.1. Inside the Chamber with the Female in Estrous

Total duration: analyzing the total duration time that males spent inside the room
with target females, it was observed that MAT-HETs tended to spend more time in the
chamber occupied by the female in estrous than in that with the female who was not in
estrous (stimulus phenotypes * time, F (2,44) = 4.626; p = 0.0150). However, this finding was
not equally observed in the MIX-HET epi-genotype (as indicated in Figure 1 as MIX-HZ)
which, instead, did not seem particularly intrigued by the stimulus females.
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Figure 1. Total duration of time spent inside the chamber with a stimulus-conspecific subject (Bars
represent performance of focal rats towards male stimuli, in Blue/exp. 1, or towards female stimuli,
in Pink/ exp. 2). MIX-HET (left bars) focal male rats show a profile in which, by having as stimulus
a female in estrous (E!) or a HET male (“HZ”), the total preference does not drastically change
compared to having a female not in estrous (NE) or a WT male, respectively. MAT-HET focal male
rats, instead, show a clear preference for the female in estrous (E!) but decreased preference for HET
stimulus (HZ) rodents compared to male WT controls.

Latency: post hoc analysis with Tukey resulted in HSD (44; K = 2) = 14.56). In the MAT-
HET epi-genotype, the average latency was found to be lower when these males encoun-
tered the target female in estrous compared to the latency observed towards the non-estrous
female (see Figure 1). In contrast, this effect was not observed in the MIX-HET epi-genotype.
These data underline the clear preference and motivation of the MAT-HETs to reach the
female in estrous, in contrast to the social apathy shown by the MIX-HETs (p < 0.05).

3.1.2. Self-Grooming

Total duration: it was observed (Figure 2) that the MAT-HET epi-genotype was more
involved in self-grooming behavior when in the chamber with the female in estrous,
compared to what was shown with the female not in estrous. This behavioral profile was,
instead, not shown at all by the MIX-HET epi-genotype, either with one or with the other
female (stimulus phenotypes * focal genotypes, F (1,22) = 5.237; p = 0.0321).

3.1.3. Wall Exploration

Total number: post hoc analysis with Tukey resulted in HDS (44; K = 2) = 1,12. As
expected, the average frequency for “wall exploration” activity appeared to be statistically
reduced when a male subject was placed in a room occupied by a female in estrous.
However, this finding was mainly found in MAT-HET males, who seemed to be more
interested in the female itself than in the environment (stimulus phenotypes F (1,22) = 5.737;
p = 0.0256; stimulus phenotypes * time F (2,44) = 3.308; p = 0.459). Such profile was, instead,
not found for the male MIX-HET epi-genotype, which did not seem to be particularly
distracted by the receptive female.
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Figure 2. Total duration of self-grooming, whose profile is quite different for the two focal epi-
genotypes (rats are the same as in Figure 1). In the focal rats of epi-genotype MIX-HET (left bars),
the total duration of self-grooming is enhanced when the stimulus is a female. On the contrary, in
the focal rats of epi-genotype MAT-HET (right bars), the total duration of self-grooming is enhanced
when the stimulus is a female in estrous (E!) while it decreases with a HET stimulus (HZ).

3.1.4. Wall Rearing

Total duration: post hoc analysis with Tukey resulted in HSD (44; K = 2) = 3.46. It
was observed that the MIX-HET epi-genotype tended to spend more time rearing the
wall rather than socializing with the female in estrous, while this exploratory behavior
was totally absent in the MAT-HET epi-genotype which, however, was more focused on
the female.

Total number: the average number of times that rats started rearing the wall was
found to be greater within the chamber where the female in estrous was present (stimulus
phenotypes, F (1,22) = 6.768; p = 0.0163). This phenomenon, however, was found to be
valid only for MAT-HETs while it was absent in the MIX-HET epi-genotype.

Latency: it was observed that the average latency for wall rearing appeared to be
higher when the subjects were placed inside the chamber with the female in estrous.
Additionally, in this case, however, this result is applicable exclusively with regard to the
MAT-HET epi-genotype, being totally absent in the MIX-HETs.

3.1.5. Cage Exploration

Latency: the latency for cage exploration (Figure 3) has gradually decreased in the
MAT-HETs during their stay in chamber with the female in estrous (stimulus phenotypes
F (1,22) = 4.862; p = 0.0382; stimulus phenotypes * time F (2,44) = 2.741; p = 0.0755). This
data appear to be particularly interesting when compared to the MIX-HET epi-genotype,
in which this phenomenon was found to be much less pronounced.
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Figure 3. Latency to the exploration of the cage with stimuli (Rats are the same as in Figure 1). Within
focal rats of epi-genotype MIX-HET (left bars), latency to exploration of the cage is quite similar
across all stimuli and it is slightly reduced when the stimulus is a female in estrous. For the focal rats
of epi-genotype MAT-HET (right bars), latency changes drastically depending on the stimulus: it is
lower with the female in estrous (E!) and higher with a HET stimulus (HZ).

3.1.6. Cage Rearing

Total duration: both MAT-HET and MIX-HET epi-genotypes spent more time in
“CAGE REARING” when in the chamber with the female in estrous (as expected) (stimulus
phenotypes F (1,22) = 7.980; p = 0.0099).

Latency: consistently with the other findings, the average latency for cage rearing
(when in the chamber with the female in estrous) was found to be decreased in the MAT-
HET epi-genotype and conversely increased in the MIX-HET epi-genotype (stimulus
phenotypes * focal genotypes F (1,22) = 5.058; p = 0.0349; stimulus phenotypes * focal
genotypes * time, F (2,44) = 4.045; p = 0.0244).

3.1.7. Social Sniffing

Total duration: post hoc analysis with Tukey resulted in HSD (44; K = 2) = 4.24.
When there was a female in estrous, total duration of social sniffing reduced in MIX-
HETs (stimulus phenotypes F (1,22) = 7.581; p = 0.0116; stimulus phenotypes * time,
F (2,44) = 3.308; p = 0.459). Although this profile was expected to be found, it nonetheless
emphasizes no sex-related interest, compared to the MAT-HET epi-genotype.

3.1.8. Inactivity

Total number: both MAT-HET and MIX-HETs showed, in a similar way between the
two epi-genotypes, a gradual “inactivity” once placed into the chamber with the female in
estrous (i.e., fragmented inactivity). The former because they were attracted to the female,
the latter, on the contrary, because they were not interested.

3.2. Social Preference Test
3.2.1. Inside the Chamber with a Male Stimulus

Total duration: as expected, focal MIX-HET epi-genotypes were observed to spend
less time in the chamber together with a stimulus of the same genotype, compared to a
WT stimulus (p < 0.05). This result (see Figure 1) appears even more pronounced in the
MAT-HET epi-genotype (stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes, F (1,15) = 3453; p = 0.0829;
stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes * time, F (2,30) = 860; p = 0.09422). Indeed, focal
MAT-HETs spent much less time in the chamber with a MIX-HET (“HZ”) stimulus rat.
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Total number: it was noted that the number of times in which a focal rat entered in
the chamber with a “HZ” (MIX-HET STIMULUS) was statistically lower for a MAT-HET
compared to a MIX-HET focal rat. While MIX-HETs entered a considerable number of
times in the room where there was another MIX-HET stimulus, MAT-HETs entered in the
chamber much lesser (nearly a −25%) (stimulus genotypes, F (1,13) = 3.539; p = 0.0825).

Latency: observations showed that in the MIX-HET epi-genotype, the average latency
to enter a chamber with a stimulus of the same genotype was somewhat lower than for the
WT control stimuli (Figure 2). Instead, this latency was found to be much higher (p < 0.05)
for the MAT-HETs (stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes F (1,15) = 3.875; p = 0.0678; stim-
ulus genotypes * time F (2,30) = 3.370; p = 0.0478; stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes *
time, F (2,30) = 3.928; p = 0.305).

3.2.2. Self-Grooming

Total duration: Tukey post hocs resulted in HDS (15; K = 2) = 3.375. Opposite results
for the two epi-genotypes were noted (Figure 2): when in the chamber with a “HZ” MIX-
HET stimulus, the average total duration of self-grooming in focal rats was observed to
be greater for MIX-HETs and lower for MAT-HETs, in comparison to control WT stimuli
observed in the same situation (p < 0.05).

Latency: when in the same chamber with a “HZ” MIX-HET stimulus, the average
latency was lower for the focal MIX-HET and higher for the focal MAT-HET (p < 0.05)
compared to control WT stimuli observed in the same situation.

3.2.3. Wall Exploration

Total duration: data demonstrate that the total duration of wall exploration was
different between focal MIX-HET and MAT-HET rats during their encounter with a MIX-
HET (“HZ”) stimulus. Additionally, the total duration of this behavior increased in focal
MAT-HET rats than in WT control stimuli. It is interesting to note that this trend was
not found at all in the MIX-HETs (stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes, F (1,15) = 5.011;
p = 0.0408), which actually showed an asocial behavior.

Latency: The average latency for focal MAT-HET rats appeared to be greater when
their stimulus was a MIX-HET compared to when the stimulus was a WT control rat
(stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes F (1,15) = 3453; p = 0.0829). This trend has not shown
at all in the focal MIX-HETs; the two epi-genotypes, therefore, differ considerably one
another. This is reasonably due to having been cared by a DAT-HET dam versus a WT one.

3.2.4. Wall Rearing

Latency: the average latency for wall rearing was lower for both MIX-HET and MAT-
HET epi-genotypes when they were in contact with a MIX-HET stimulus (“HZ”) rat rather
than a WT one (p < 0.05) (stimulus genotypes, F (1,15) = 4.562; p = 0.0496).

3.2.5. Cage Exploration

Total number: data have shown that average frequency tend to decrease for the focal
MAT-HET epi-genotype rats when they are placed in the same chamber with a stimulus,
particularly if this is a MIX-HET (p < 0.05) (focal genotypes, F (1,15) = 5.001; p = 0.0410).
MAT-HETs, therefore, appear to be asocial.

Latency: data have shown that the average latency is greater for the focal MIX-HET
and lower for the focal MAT-HET (p < 0.05) when in contact with a MIX-HET (“HZ”),
rather than with a WT control stimulus (stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes * time,
F (2,30) = 3.593; p = 0.0399).

3.2.6. Cage Rearing

Total number: post hoc analysis with Tukey yielded HSD = (30; K = 2) = 1.50. It was
noted that the frequency for cage rearing has decreased in focal MAT-HET epi-genotype
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rats when in the same chamber with the “HZ” MIX-HET stimulus rat, confirming once
again their asocial behavior.

3.2.7. Social Sniffing

Latency: Data analysis has shown an emerging trend in the last bins (stimulus geno-
types * focal genotypes * time, (2,30) = 3198; p = 0.0551). MAT-HET focal rats, when in
contact with the “HZ” (MIX-HET) stimulus, showed a more pronounced latency for this
behavior compared to the focal MIX-HET rats.

3.2.8. Inactivity

Total duration and frequency: data have shown that MAT-HET focal rats start to
be inactive more often (stimulus genotypes * focal genotypes, F (1,15) = 9.185; p = 0.084)
and remain inactive for much more time when facing a MIX-HET stimulus (stimulus
genotypes * focal genotypes, F (1,15) = 3.563; p = 0.0786). In other words, when focal
MIX-HETs meet the MIX-HET stimulus, the frequency and total duration of “inactivity”
appear lower (p < 0.05) compared to what observed with a WT control stimulus. Contrarily,
the frequency and total duration of “inactivity” raise for focal MAT-HET rats when with
MIX- HET stimuli. Once again, the MAT-HET epi-genotype was confirmed to be asocial.

3.3. Elicited Preference Test

Through the analysis of the automatically collected data, we assessed whether there
was a social preference for one of the two epi-genotypes (MAT-HET vs. MIX-HET males).

3.3.1. Activity Rate and Transitions

ANOVA did not show significance for interaction of environment with epi-genotype of
stimulus rats (stimulus genotype * environment-position * time, F (2,70) = 0.48; p = 0.9532)
while interestingly a significant profile appeared for a number of transitions (F (2,70) = 5.989;
p = 0.0040). Data indicate that there was a lower frequency of cage approaches compared to
room entries towards the MAT-HET’s cage. Comparable entries and approaches emerged
with a MIX-HET stimulus especially during the first partial bin. A reduction in the approach
rate to the cage, when the time that the subjects spend in the sector containing that cage
increases (see below), implies a longer average duration for each single approach: MAT-
HETs seem to be the most attracted to it.

3.3.2. Time Spent with Stimulus Rats

ANOVA for time spent in “sectors” within the chambers containing the stimulus
rats did not show any significance (stimulus genotype * environment-position * time,
F (2,68) = 2.535; p = 0.867). In presence of a strong effect of environment position
(F (1,34) = 96.784; p < 0.001) separate ANOVA for the position “far” was carried out (stim-
ulus genotype*time, F (2,70) = 1.59; p = 0.2096). Another ANOVA for the position “near”
showed significance (F (2,70) = 4.96; p = 0.0231). Post hoc analyses and the threshold
obtained with Tukey was 10.41 (df = 70; K = 3). Specifically, focal WT rats spent significant
(p < 0.05) more time in the last partial bin (10–15 min) with the MAT-HET stimulus partner
than with the MIX-HET one (Data not shown).

3.4. Ex Vivo Net Immunofluorescence

NET-positive immunofluorescence was quantified in brain regions relevant to social
behavior (Figure 4A–C). The results of one-way ANOVA showed no significant effect
of the epi-genotype on NET immunofluorescence in both prelimbic (F (2,15) = 0.07783,
p = 0.9255) and infralimbic (F (2,15) = 0.3277, p = 0.7256) prefrontal cortex (Figure 4D–G).
On the other hand, data from NET immunofluorescence in the dorso-medial hypothalamus
showed a significant effect of epi-genotype (F (2,15) = 7.806, p = 0.0047), with MAT-HET
rats displaying a significant increase with respect to WTs (q = 4.485, df = 15, p = 0.0164),
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whereas MIX-HETs showed a significant decrease when compared to MAT-HET rats
(q = 5.129, df = 15, p = 0.0066) (Figure 4H,I).
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Figure 4. Comparison between MIX-HET and MAT-HET focal subjects in terms of NET immunofluorescence in the
prefrontal cortex, hypothalamus and hippocampus. Images from NET-positive immunostaining were acquired at 40×
magnification in the prelimbic (PrL) and infralimbic (IL) prefrontal cortex (A), dorsomedial (DMH) and arcuate (ARC)
hypothalamus (B), dentate gyrus (DG), CA1, CA2 and CA3 subregions of the hippocampus (C). No differences in NET-
positive immunofluorescence were observed in the subdivisions of the prefrontal cortex (D–G). MAT-HET rats displayed
increased NET levels with respect to WT and MIX-HETs in the dorsomedial hypothalamus (H,I), while no differences
were observed in the arcuate (J,K). Moreover, MAT-HET rats showed higher NET immunofluorescence than WT and/or
MIX-HET rats in the DG (L,M), CA1 (N,O), CA2 (P,Q) and CA3 (R,S). Each bar represents the mean ± S.E.M. of n = 6 rats.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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No significant differences were observed in the arcuate nucleus (F (2,15) =, respectively
0.2357, p = 0.1288) (Figure 4J,K). When NET immunofluorescence in the hippocampus was
analyzed, one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the epi-genotype in the dentate
gyrus (F (2,15) = 8.439, p = 0.0035) with a significant increase in MAT-HET rats with respect
to WTs (q = 4.634, df = 15, p = 0.0133), and a significant decrease in MIX-HET rats with
respect to MAT-HETs (q = 5.352, df = 15, p = 0.0048) (Figure 4L,M). Moreover, the effect of
epi-genotype was statistically significant in the CA1 region (F (2,15) = 7.619, p = 0.0052),
where MIX-HET rats displayed a significant decrease with respect to MAT-HETs (q = 5.417,
df = 15, p = 0.0044) (Figure 4N,O); in addition, we observed significant differences in
the CA2 region (F (2,15) = 6.858, p = 0.0077) with a significant increase in MAT-HET epi-
genotype with respect to WT rats (q = 3.837, df = 15, p = 0.0401) and a significant decrease
in MIX-HET rats with respect to MAT-HETs (q = 5.006, df = 15, p = 0.0079) (Figure 4P,Q).
Furthermore, one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the epi-genotype in the
CA3 region (F (2,15) = 10.58, p = 0.0014) and Tukey’s post hoc test highlighted a significant
increase in MAT-HET rats with respect to WT rats (q = 4.209, df = 15, p = 0.0241) together
with a significant decrease in MIX-HETs, when compared to MAT-HET rats (q = 6.401,
df = 15, p = 0.0011) (Figure 4R,S).

4. Discussion

The MAT-HET epi-genotype exhibited a masked social profile only when in proximity
to a WT stimulus rat. On the other hand, these focal rats behave similarly to a wild-type
rat when in contact with a female in estrous. Specifically, MAT-HETs exhibited a higher
“total duration” and frequency and a reduced “latency” for the exhibition of the social
behaviors (cage exploration, cage rearing, social sniffing) toward the female in estrous
while the contrary was displayed toward the “HZ”. This behavioral phenotype was
associated with increased NET immunofluorescence in hippocampus and hypothalamus,
with respect to WT and MIX-HET progeny. When acting as focal, MIX-HETs’ social profile
appeared to be slightly different from that of a WT rat because it was not changing at
all depending on available stimuli; it was simply lower when in contact with another
HET male. These rats also exhibited a higher quantity of two non-social behaviors, such
as “wall exploration” and “wall rearing”. Hence, a major interest for the environment
was always shown, in addition to when they were in the same chamber with a female in
estrous. Although MIX-HETs did not differ significantly in behavior from WT rats, they
displayed decreased NET immunofluorescence in the hippocampus and hypothalamus
with respect to MAT-HET rats, while the latter were greatly asocial only towards a same-
sex “HZ”. Thus, because MIX-HETs display a behavioral profile which resembles that of
non-mutant rats, the combination of external stimuli and epi-genotype can present itself as
a promising basis to speculate that these rats could possibly become a behavioral model
for socio-sexual apathy.

4.1. Detailed Summary of Data

After the analysis of all data, some key differences were highlighted in the behavior
of focal MAT- vs. MIX-HET rats. Indeed, when they had a choice between various social
stimuli, different results came out from the partner compared to the social preference
test (SPP). While considering total duration spent inside the chamber allowing contact
with a stimulus, focal male MIX-HETs appeared less interested toward a female in estrous
compared to a female not in estrous. Thus, MIX-HET males are showing somewhat an
altered sex-driven behavior. We noted that focal male MAT-HET rats tended to show a
normal socio-sexual behavior, in that they were clearly more attracted by the female in
estrous than by the one not in estrous. The opposite was true regarding time spent with a
same-sex co-specific. Indeed, when compared to focal MIX-HET male rats, MAT-HET males
tended to spend slightly less time in the chamber with a MIX-HET stimulus (HZ) compared
to control WT stimulus rats. Therefore, rats with the same “MIXED” epi-genotype exhibited
a marked reduction in general social interest.
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Regarding the latency to enter a room, the MAT-HET epi-genotype quickly reached
a female in estrous. On the other hand, when faced with a same-sex MIX-HET stimulus
(HZ), MAT-HET males seem to lose any interest. In fact, focal MIX-HET epi-genotypes
show similar latency to social interact regardless of type of genotype or sex of the stimulus.
Indeed they showed comparable levels with a MIX-HET male and a WT male, or with a
female in estrous or one not in estrous. This confirms the extremely different socio-sexual
approach behavior shown by either MIX- or MAT-HET epi-genotypes.

Regarding self-grooming, opposite results in the performance of the two epi-genotypes
were noted. Total duration of self-grooming by MAT-HET epi-genotype focal rats was
greater when in the chamber with a female in estrous than with a female not in estrous.
On the contrary, self-grooming activities were lower when in contact with the MIX-HET
male stimulus, compared to WT male controls. Opposite results were registered for focal
MIX-HET males, which seemed to be more stressed than focal MAT-HET ones when in
contact with a female (regardless her hormonal condition), compared to when in proximity
to a male stimulus.

Regarding the dynamics of chamber wall-and-cage exploration, it is noteworthy that
both duration and frequency was reduced for the former, and increased for the latter,
respectively, when the focal rats showed interest for the stimulus (namely, by sniffing the
stimulus rat itself or its aluminum cage). The finding of a significant reduction in the
interest for the chamber-wall was offered when a male MAT-HET focal rat was in the
chamber with the female in estrous. On the other hand, this profile was absent for the
MIX-HET epi-genotype denoting an abnormal behavior: in fact these males completely
ignored sex triggers and displayed a peculiar “wall preference”.

Instead, when the stimulus was represented by a MIX-HET rat (“HZ”) compared to a
WT control, the dynamics of the behavior was different. In fact, the interest shown for this
subject by the MIX-HET focal male was greater, while it was much lower for the MAT-HET
focal male. Regarding cage rearing, we noted that the average total number decreased for
the focal MAT-HET rats (both if they have a female in estrous compared to control one,
or a MIX-HET stimulus “HZ” compared to WT controls). MIX-HETs (characterized by
having been reared by a heterozygous dam) exhibited strong tendencies to not discriminate
among diverse stimuli as adults. On the contrary, the MAT-HETs (all heterozygous subjects
reared by a WT dam) were showing overall overt climbing toward the receptive partner
but never tried reaching any other heterozygous males. Namely, specifically exclusive
interest for mating and no interest in same-sex social behavior was shown at all. In the
elicited preference test, a slight but significant preference was shown by focal WT male
rats, for the MAT-HET male stimulus. These behaviors indirectly provide indications that
the MIX-HET subjects are somewhat generically avoided, above all in the last partial bins
of a session.

When NET immunofluorescence was analyzed in brain regions relevant to social
behavior, our data showed no significant difference in the prefrontal cortex amongst the
three epi-genotypes. On the other hand, MAT-HET rats showed increased NET levels in
discrete hippocampal subregions with respect to WT rats. In addition, MAT-HETs showed
significant higher level in NET-positive immunofluorescence with respect to MIX-HET rats
in the four subregions considered. A similar picture emerged from data analysis of NET
immunofluorescence in the hypothalamus, where MAT-HET rats showed increased NET
levels, with respect to both WT and MIX-HET rats.

4.2. Interpretation of Data

DAT-KO rats have been reported to exhibit some positive symptoms of schizophre-
nia such as psychomotor agitation, stereotypy, deficits of prepulse inhibition (PPI) and
cognitive impairment [29]. Furthermore Rodriguiz et al. [30] reported that DAT-KO mice
exhibit a marked aggressive phenotype. DAT-KO rats often engage in stereotyped and
perseverative social behaviors which become more robust over time. These findings sug-
gest that stereotypy and perseveration could distort the social interactions of KO rats. As
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far as their behavioral repertoires become restricted and inflexible, KOs show dominant
traits. Thus far, nothing is known about the sociality of heterozygous subjects. Yet, social
behavior is highly rewarding, thus insights can be drawn from literature; both DA and NE
are involved in social behavior.

In detail, while DA modulates the rewarding and motivational aspect of social inter-
action, noradrenergic systems is involved in the attentional processes relevant to social
behavior [31]. Interestingly, recent evidence shows that DA is strongly associated with
motivation for social play whilst NE enhancement negatively modulates both motivation
and expression of social play [32]. Sociality could be therefore influenced as well by quality
of received maternal care during development. In a recent study [33], rats that received
high levels of licking and grooming by their mothers spent significantly more time in social
contact as adults with unfamiliar individuals, compared to subjects that received fewer
levels of maternal care. In adult rats which received more maternal care, a reduced level
of anxiety is linked with their greater social interaction. In contrast, another study, which
has focused on the C57BL/6J strain, affirmed that rats receiving lower doses of licking and
grooming from their mothers play more frequently and exhibit a more pronounced social
behavior, compared to those who receive higher doses of licking and grooming [34].

Based on these observations, we aimed to compare brain levels of NET in MAT, MIX
and WT subjects in order to evaluate their possible involvement in the behavioral abnor-
malities which we found in MATs. Indeed, mammalian social recognition rely on signals
passed between individuals conveying information including sex, reproductive status,
individual identity, ownership, competitive ability and health status, to modulate a variety
of behaviors that are crucial for reproductive success, such as parent–offspring attachment,
mate choice and territorial marking [35]. Indeed, social recognition is contingent on so-
matosensory stimulation, which evokes increased NE release from the brainstem to the
vomeronasal pathway. This is a relatively direct route by which chemosensory stimuli
mediate adaptive responses, in terms of endocrine state and behavioral responses through
projections to the cortico-limbic brain regions, such as prefrontal cortex and hippocampus,
and the hypothalamus [36–39].

The ex vivo analysis performed in the different heterozygous DAT epigenotypes, have
clearly shown that NET-positive terminals in the hippocampal subregions (i.e., dentate
gyrus (DG) and subregions (CA1, CA2 and CA3) of MAT rats are equal to almost the
double than levels found in WT and MIX specimens, in the same brain regions.

Previous reports show that NE uptake activity in discrete brain regions is an important
mechanism by which social recognition responses occur [40,41]. In accordance, the present
evidence expanded our previous reports showing that HET rats displayed increased
levels of NE in the hippocampus and hypothalamus, along with increased inactivity in
the face of the social stimulus [14]. In particular, the immunofluorescent experiment
confirmed a significant alteration in the noradrenergic transmission to the hippocampus
and hypothalamus in HET rats, with epi genotype-specific differences of opposite type.
These may underlie the different behavioral phenotypes of the two groups. Although
only a tendency with respect to WT, MIX-HET male progeny showed a lower expression
of NET in both hypothalamus and hippocampus with respect to MAT-HET rats. This
evidence is consistent with the elevated level of noradrenaline measured in the same brain
regions in similarly raised MAT-HET rats, reported previously (ibidem). On the other hand,
MAT-HET offspring displayed marked increment in the hypothalamus and hippocampus
of NET immune-fluorescence, compared to WT and MIX-HET rats. Despite the fact
that a comprehensive comparative analysis of the hippocampal circuits and mechanisms
underlying the wide range of social interactions explored in the present experiments
(including social recognition to compare the co-specific male/male, male/female and
cross-epi-genotype recognition), has not been reported yet, previous work has established
that the hippocampal CA2 and CA3 regions are involved in social processing. Indeed, the
genetic lesion of CA2 impaired social recognition [42], CA3 pyramidal cell plasticity and
transmission contribute to the encoding of social stimuli [43]. Our data further suggest
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that altered noradrenergic transmission in DG may contribute to the wide range of social
alteration observed in HET rats.

Therefore, it could be hypothesized that the socially anomalous behavior of MAT
individuals, which are heterozygous for DAT (KO allele inherited from the father) and
had been raised from a WT mother, compared to MIX subjects, which are heterozygous for
DAT (from a heterozygous DAT-HET female), may be accounted by a high concentration
of NE in brain regions relevant to social behavior. By this framework, it is possible to
associate the concomitant NE hyperfunction and vice versa, the hypofunctionality of the
DAT gene. In this regard, the evaluation of NE signaling in brain regions where NE increase
is particularly relevant to socio-sexual behavior, such as the olfactory bulb, deserves further
investigation in future studies.

4.3. Concluding Hypotheses about Dat-Het Epi-Genotypes

As a whole, MIX-HET male rats showed an altered social behavior: with the specifier
of social apathy. This profile has been here associated to increased noradrenaline input to
the hippocampal and hypothalamic regions. In EPT, we observed that WT rodents prefer
to spend time with a MAT-HET stimulus. This can well be due to the fact that MIX-HET
rats are rather apathic while WT controls are more easily compared to a MAT-HET rat.
The latter, however, show an “almost bipolar-like” profile (see also [16]), ranging from
no interest for a “HZ” male to a great excitation and approach toward a receptive female.
MAT-HETs result attractive compared to MIX-HET stimulus rodents; also, MIX-HET male
rodents seem more stressed (compared to MAT-HET ones) when in contact with a female,
regardless her hormonal condition.

PPT was originally developed in Dr. Sue Carter’s laboratory [44] and assesses the
extent of social contact and time in proximity to a partner relative to a stranger. In fact
it has been used extensively to assess how different manipulations alter formation and
maintenance of preferences for a mate in monogamous prairie voles and to a lesser degree
in other monogamous species [45,46]. PPT is also commonly used to assess factors affecting
social preferences for same-sex peers in meadow and prairie voles [47–49], and occasionally
other rodents (e.g., [50]). A crucial factor seems to be represented by the fact that MIX-HET
subjects had been raised by heterozygous mothers (as it is always the case in a classical
colony setting). Our previous study [20] included observations demonstrating that MIX-
HET mothers are much involved in self-grooming and/or to dig away from the nest, rather
than caring for the pups. Instead, WT dams provided appropriate levels of licking and
grooming to the pups: we proposed that, because of the style of maternal care received,
WT female pups did not differ so much from MAT-HET pups [17], while MIX-HET females
developed an altered circadian cycle. In that study, due to colony HET/HET breeding, we
acknowledged that both halves of MIX-HETs were comprised (one comparable to MAT-
HET and one not, as including DAT functional alleles randomly of paternal origin: this
factor was obviously dropped here, by using KO fathers). As mother–infant interaction is
known to modulate noradrenergic neurotransmission in the pups [51], we could not exclude
the possibility that, for some (up to a half) of those DAT-HET females, the inactivated DAT
maternal allele played a role. However, this is still under our investigation [18].

Moreover, another source of variability is that only half of MIX-HET subjects, born
from a HET/HET breeding, will have functional maternal and mutated paternal alleles,
while the other half of the siblings will have functional paternal and mutated maternal
alleles. These limitations can be partly circumvented: breeding KO males with HET females
will simply produce a half of MIX-HET offspring which will be entirely comparable to
MAT-HET subjects, apart from the mother’s genotype (and cares). Maternal care has been
shown to be of particular importance for the development of mammalian infants and their
social behavior. Individuals that do not receive regular levels of licking and grooming
by their mothers have been reported to exhibit higher levels of anxiety-related behaviors
and reduced social motivation at adulthood. This “maternal effect” could explain at least
partially the difference in the social behavior of the two epi-genotypes.
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In a future study, we would like to evaluate the behavior of a next generation from
present subjects: if female behavior is affected by her dam’s behavior [17], a carryover
consequence may be hypothesized to pups which are in turn offspring from these two
epi-genotypes. We are planning to cross-breed the two subtypes so that all parents will be
of a same heterozygous genotype, yet the grandparents will differ.
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